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The laminar viscous compressible flow of a gas in a pipe of constant cross section joining two 
reservoirs is considered. As it is well known, the pipe flow becomes independent of the 
discharge pressure if this is lower than a critical value. Then it is found that the I>arabolic 
equations describing the high Reynolds number flow in the interior of the pipe tend to 
develop a singularity at the outlet, where the limiting temperature and velocity profiles satisfy 
a criticality condition. The structure of the nonuniform flow near the outlet consists of 
an effectively inviscid vortical bulk region and a viscous boundary layer of low velocity, whose 
thickness tends to zero at the outlet. Matching between these two regions determines the 
strength of the singularity. This two-layered structure is thought to be generic for nonuniform 
viscous flows having to satisfy a no-slip'boundary condition; in particular, the thin 
viscous layer is universal. 

Consider the discharge of a gas from a large reservoir 
at pressure Po to a second expanse of gas at pressure Pe < Po 
through a pipe of length L and radius a. Several regions 
can be distinguished in this flow for high values of the 
Reynolds number. There is first the region around the pipe 
mouthpiece, of characteristic length a, where the flow 
speeds up in an effectively inviscid manner (except in the 
thin boundary layer that begins growing on the pipe wall). 
Then the flow becomes quasi-one-directional as it 
progresses down the pipe. Transport effects will influence 
appreciably this flow, which we suppose to be laminar, 
when af L=O(Afa)<I, A being the mean-free path of the 
gas in the reservoir. The effect of the viscosity changes the 
shape of the velocity profile and leads to a decrease of the 
pressure. In the absence of heat losses through the walls, 
the mean density and temperature of the gas across the 
section of the pipe also decrease, whereas the mean velocity 
and Mach number increase. These changes are more pro
nounced as the pressure ratio P / Po decreases, until, for a 
certain P /Po=p* dependent on A Lfa2

, the flow in the pipe 
attains a limiting state (choked flow) that is not modified 
by further decreasing P / Po. As for the inviscid counter
part, critical conditions, meaning that the flow becomes 
"effectively sonic" and upstream wave propagation . ceases 
to be possible, must exist at the outlet of the pipe when the 
flow beco!lles independent of the outer pressure (for a fur
ther decrease of Pe would otherWise modify the flow, if 
upstream propagation were still possible). Finally, a third 
region of characteristic length a exists around the pipe 
outlet when P / Po<p*. This is a region of effectively invis
ciq fully two-dimensional vortical flow, with coexisting 
subsonic and supersonic zones, which matches upstream to 
the incoming pipe flow and leaves a pressure equal to Pe 
downstream. The flow in this region is very complex and 
dependent on the discharge pressure, but fortunately it 
needs not be analyzed in any detail to characterize the 
choking because the choked flow is independent of the 
downstream conditions (at least on the scale of the pipe 
length). 

In the remainder of this Brief Communication, we de-

scribe the choked flow in the bulk of the pipe, correspond
ing to the second of the aforesaid regions, and present an 
asymptotic analysis of the ~olution near the critical section. 

The quasi-one-directional flow in the pipe obeys the 
mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations 
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Here, H = T + ( r -1) u2/2 is the stagnation enthalpy and 
p= pT. The variables (x,r,u,v,p,p,T) have been nondimen
sionalized with the scales (a Re, a, Co, co/Re, Po, Po, To), 
respectively, where the subindex ° means conditions at the 
reservoir, co= ~rPo/ Po, Re=pocoafp.>l is the Reynolds 
number, Pr and r are the Prandtl number and ratio of 
specific heats of the gas, and the transport coefficients have 
been assumed to be constant. Pressure variations across the 
pipe are neglected. Condition (4) at the entrance of the 
pipe states the conservation of entropy and stagnation en-
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FIG. 1. Pressure (decreasing) and Mach along the axis (increasing) as 
functions of x for Pr= 1, y= 1.4, and MO) =0.1,0.2, and 0.3. The dashed 
lines represent shear on the wall ( T = — du/dr\r=¡). Excerpt: logarithmic 
representation of pressure gradient versus shear near the critical section. 
The dashed line is the slope given by asymptotic theory. 

thalpy in the mouthpiece, where transport effects are neg
ligible. The two boundary conditions for the radial velocity 
v determine the pressure. 

Results of the numerical integration of ( l ) - (6 ) , ob
tained by Pérez1 for P r = 1, y= 1.4, and three different val
ues of Af(0) are plotted in Fig. 1. As can be seen in this 
figure, the pressure decreases and the Mach number on the 
axis increases monotonically along the pipe down to a cer
tain point x=/[M(0)] , where the curves develop infinite 
slopes. No solution of the problem exists beyond this point, 
so that p(V) represents the minimum pressure attainable 
for the given M(0), and the flow in the pipe becomes in
dependent of the discharge pressure when P/Po decreases 
below/>(/). HencepU)=P*[M(0)] and the flow at x=l is 
critical, in the aforesaid sense. The scaled shear stress 
( T = — du/dr\r=sl) does also tend to infinity when x/l, 
and for x\0; this latter divergence being due to the initial 
development of the boundary layer, which starts growing 
at the entrance of the pipe and fills a sizable amount of the 
cross section for x—0(\). 

We now proceed to the asymptotic analysis of the so
lution of ( l ) - (6 ) for U-x)<\. Letu¡(r) and T,(r) be the 
velocity and temperature distributions of the limiting flow 
at x=l (i.e., immediately upstream of the region of two-
dimensional motion). These distributions depend to a large 
extent on the evolution of the flow all along the pipe [on 
M(0) for the problem at hand], but must satisfy certain 
conditions discussed below. For flows with finite shear, a 
linear analysis of the evolution of small perturbations of 
wavelength short compared to the length of the pipe but 
large compared to its radius yields the necessary condition 
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for the flow [u¡{r), T¡(r)] to be critical (see Refs. 2-4 or 
the discussion below). Clearly, (7) cannot be fulfilled by a 
flow satisfying the no-slip condition «;(1)=0. Hence at
tention must be turned to limiting flows with infinite shear: 
«;~a(l—r)CTfor (1— /*)<1, for some 0<cr< 1. But, since 
a large pressure gradient is required to generate a large 
shear stress, and this pressure gradient affects to the whole 
section of the pipe, the flow near the outlet is subject to 
very strong accelerations, and thus transport effects are 
confined to a thin boundary layer near the walls. 

We begin by considering the flow outside of this 
boundary layer. Here, the solution of ( l ) - (6 ) for (/ 
—JC)<1 is of the form 

p-p*=(l-xyñ, u-~u¡=V-x)óU(r), 

v=U-x)s-lV(,r), T-Ti=(l-x)s@(r), 

p-p,= (I-x)sR(r), 
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for some 0 < 8 < 1 to be determined. The variables 
{TT,U,V,Q>,R) are the leading order of an asymptotic ex
pansion for (/—x) small, and p¡=p*/T¡. Carrying these 
asymptotic expressions into the conservation equations 
( l ) - (3 ) and the equation of state, and combining the re
sulting equations to eliminate U, ©, and R, we obtain the 
single equation 
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for the radial velocity. In addition to the regularity condi
tion V—0 at r=0, the solution of (9) must also satisfy a 
matching condition with the boundary layer near the wall, 
which is analyzed below. At first sight, such a condition 
overdetermines the problem, for there is only a first-order 
derivative in (9) (and if is merely a scale factor). In fact, 
the second boundary condition imposes a restriction on the 
limiting flow itself. We note that (9) does also describe the 
normal modes in an analysis of the response of the base 
flow [«/(r), T¡{r)], considered as a parallel flow, to small 
perturbations of the form ku=U(r)exp[ik(x—ct)], etc., 
with c=0 . Then 8 must be identified with —ik. This shows 
explicitly that, if a solution of (9) exists satisfying the 
aforementioned conditions, the flow [w/(r), T¡(r)] is able 
to hold standing waves, being therefore critical. 

For a base flow with finite shear at the wall (u¡ finite), 
the second condition would be V—0 at r=\, and (7) 
would be recovered by integrating (9) from r=0, to r=\. 
On the other hand, for a flow with M/~a( 1 — r)a near the 
wall, Eq. (9) gives 
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for (1 —r)<l, where TW=T¡(1) and C is an integration 
constant, equal to /¿(1/Af/ — \)rdr if this integral exists 
(i.e., if a< 1/2). Since the axial velocity perturbation as
sociated with the V above is 
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for (1—r)<l, the solution with C = 0 for a< 1/2 has the 
weakest possible singularity at the wall. As we shall see 
next, this is precisely the matching condition imposed by 
the boundary layer near the wall, and thus it plays the 
same role for an infinite shear flow with <r<l/2 as the 
previous condition (7) for a finite shear flow. (Note also 
that V=0 at the wall even if C were different from zero.) 

We turn now to consider the viscous boundary layer 
near the wall. The balance of inertia and viscous forces in 
the momentum equation (2), with u=0[{\—r)°], yields 
{\-r)=0[(l-x)xna+2)} in the boundary layer. In addi
tion, advancing that the pressure gradient does also play a 
role in the boundary-layer flow, we find the relation 
S = 2a/(a+2) between the two unknown exponents 5 and 
a introduced before. The density and temperature in the 
layer differ very little from pw=p¡(l) and Tw, and there
fore compressibility effects are negligible. Curvature effects 
are also negligible, and the inner flow can be described in 
terms of a streamfunction <J>, with pwu=—^r and 
pup=xt?x. Accounting for the matching with the outer in-
viscid flow, the inner solution must be of the form 
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and P=[2cr/(cr+2)]m(pwñ/Y)m. The momentum equa
tion becomes 
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where a = pU)a//3<T+2. The last term of (13) comes from the 
pressure gradient in (2). 

As can be verified, the inner problem (13)—(15) has 
no solution w i t h / ' ( 0 ) > 0 and a>0 for a> 1/2, whereas 
for 0 < a < 1/2 there is a unique value o f / ' (0 ) leading to 
the potential behavior (15), and thus there is a unique 
solution of (13)—(15) for each a. For rj>l, the corre
sponding axial velocity, written in outer variables (x, r), is 
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where a—a{a) and b=b{a) only. The first term of (16) 
matches the limiting velocity u¡{r), and the second term, 
which is due to the pressure gradient in (13), matches the 
part of the outer velocity (11) proportional to (1—r)_CT. 

Since ( / - j t ) 2 o / ( t r + 2 ) >( / -*) 1 / ( C T + 2 ) for ( / - x ) < l and 
<x< 1/2, matching requires C = 0 in (11), as advanced be
fore. 

Moreover, matching also implies that the third term of 
(16), proportional to b, must be zero. For, if b=£0, a term 
of order (/—x) xna+v> would be induced in the outer ex
pansion, which would obey the same linear equation (9) 
and regularity condition at the axis as the leading term (8) 
of the outer expansion. Thus the new term would be 
merely proportional to the leading term, and its asymptotic 
behavior for r->\, given by (11) with C=0, cannot be 
matched to (16). The condition b(a)=0 is verified for 
cr=crc~0.364, for which value 5~0.308; two other quan
tities of interest from the numerical solution of (13)-( 15) 
with ar=ac a re / ' (0 ) =-2.402 and a — 3.698. This completes 
the determination of the flow structure near the critical 
section. 

The nondimensional pressure gradient and wall shear 
stress for (/—x)<l, obtained from the x derivative of the 
first equation (8) and the second r derivative of (12) at 
r—\, respectively, are 
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where the constants pw and % (or, equivalently, a ) depend 
on the upstream evolution and cannot be determined from 
the local analysis. 

The results of the asymptotic analysis and the numer
ical solution of ( l ) - (6 ) are compared in the excerpt of 
Fig. 1. This is a logarithmic plot of the pressure gradient 
versus the wall shear stress obtained from the numerical 
solution for the three values of M(0) mentioned before [the 
three lines practically coincide in the range of (/—x) cor
responding to this excerpt]. The dashed straight line has 
slope 0.692/0.269=2.572, which corresponds to eliminat
ing (1 — x) between the two equations in (17) (the vertical 
location of this line is arbitrary). 

We may now summarize the two essential ingredients 
of the analysis: (i) Upstream information propagation in a 
nonuniform quasi-one-directional flow with regions of low 
velocity playing a part in the propagation process can only 
be avoided if the solution develops a singularity, (ii) The 
nature and strength of this singularity is determined by a 
local analysis, resulting from the matching of the two re
gions into which the flow structure splits on approaching 
the singular section. Since nonuniform flows with the 
above properties are fairly common, the present analysis 
has probably a range of applicability wider than the par
ticular flow discussed here. 
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